Abstract-The nondestructive assay of Plutonium bearing items for criticality, safety, security, safeguards, inventory balance, process control, waste management and compliance is often undertaken using correlated neutron counting.
I. INTRODUCTION
HIS paper addresses how to predict the precision of a Triples measurement. This is important when designing an instrument and corresponding measurement protocol to meet a given goal or when assessing the basic feasibility of a measurement. Achieving an acceptable counting precision is fundamental to deciding feasibility of multiplicity analysis since without adequate precision no statistically meaningful quantitative results or narrowly bounded decisions concerning the characteristics of the measurement items can be made. The limiting statistical factor is usually the precision on the Triples rate. In multiplicity counting using Multiplicity Shift Register (MSR) logic every detected neutron event opens two coincidence gates, the (R+A) and A gates and two multiplicity histograms, RA(i) and A(i), are generated by incrementing by one the number of events in the histogram bin, i, corresponding to the number of events present in the gates at the time of inspection. The time-averaged total event rate is seen to be equal to the mean triggering rate at which the gates are opened. In multiplicity counting this is called the Singles rate, S. Mathematical manipulation of the RA-and Ahistograms allows autocorrelations on the pulse train to be extracted.
In particular, according to certain counting conventions, the so-called Double event rate, D, which is the time correlated pairs-coincidence rate associated with the trigger and the so called Triples rate, T, which is the time correlated threes coincidence rate, are obtained. The (R+A)-gate opens after a short predelay, T p , following the trigger pulse and is of a width T g chosen to be commensurate with the lifetime of detected-neutrons in the system following the initiating event of interest (e.g. the first detected neutron of a fission chain starting from a spontaneous fission decay). The purpose of the predelay is to let any transient in sensitivity of the detector following the trigger to dissipate (for example deadtime or preamplifier baseline shift) before the next event is considered. The A-gate is identical in width to the (R+A)-gate except that it opens after a long delay, T L , following the trigger where T L is many times longer that the lifetime of neutrons in the system so that there is no longer any genuine (or real) correlation between the trigger and the events in the A-gate, that is only Accidental, A, or chance correlations are recorded in the A-gate. Extracting the S, D and T rates from the experimental histogram data is a straightforward mathematical process [1] . However, corrections need to be applied for dead time losses, residual (R+A)/A-gate bias which is an electronic recovery issue if T p is too short, normalization (or stability) and ambient background signal rates. From the S, D and T rates quantities of physical interest (usually any three of: the mass of T spontaneously fissile mass in the item, leakage selfmultiplication, the (α,n)-to-spontaneous fission neutron production and neutron detection efficiency) by solving the point model equations [1] [2] [3] [4] .
At the design phase when experimental data are not available the Monte Carlo transport code MCNPX [5] may be used to simulate the behavior of an experiment and to generate ideal net S, D and T rates using the FT-8 coincidence tally which work on isolated fission chains. Analysis of the MCNPX data is consequently not exactly like the analysis of an actual experiment since the influence of finite counting time and of overlapping fission chains is absent. In estimating the experimental counting precision these influences must be factored in explicitly during post processing.
II. UNCERTAINTY ANALYSIS
Our challenge is to estimate the counting precision on the various predicted counting rates given that we do not have a series of experimental replicate counts from which to perform a statistical analysis. The problem is a long standing and thorny one which has not been completely addressed from a theoretical standpoint in part because the pulse train is correlated and so does not follow normal Poisson counting statistics and is analyzed using autocorrelation methods (the MSR logic) which introduces additional correlations as a result of multiple sampling [6, 7] . How then to address this is even from a semi-empirical perspective a complicated matter [8] . A pragmatic approach fit for purpose is advocated here in which the 1-σ counting precision on the S, D and T counting rates are estimated from the matched-pair formulae, as if Poission statistics did apply, but with a rate specific compensation factor to expand the uncertainty to allow for correlations on the pulse train where the compensation factor captures the main functional dependence evident in theory and manifest in experiment.
To understand the approach imagine a matched Poissonian counting experiment in which the net counting rate is , the background is and the common observation time is . We can then write by inspection, recalling how to combine uncertainties in quadrature and also that the variance of a Poisson variate is equal to the number of counts:
from which we see that the standard deviation in is given by:
For the S, D, T rates we shall take this same approach but as discussed allowing the multiplier outside the root to differ from unity. Thus, for the Singles rate, which is a simple count assumed free from background we have:
while for the Doubles and Triples rates we have:
where and are the Doubles and Triples Accidentals rates respectively.
Numerically, for our a priori estimates, we can compute and as follows [9, 10] :
and
In the expression for , 2 is the Signal Triggered Gate Utilization Factor (GUF) [11] and 2 is the Random Triggered GUF [12] . Expressions for and , guided by theory and empirically adjusted to experiment as needed, have been given by Dytlewski et al [13] . These are:
Until now no equivalent simple expression for was available. Instead a Figure of Merit (FoM) code was used to emulate the multiplicity distribution which in turn was and used to estimate the uncertainty assuming every bin represented a Poisson experiment [14] .
Here we report results of some recent work in which the uncertainty on the Triples rate derived experimentally from observed histograms by analyzing replicate measurements taken for a range of Pu items counted in the Los Alamos Epithermal Neutron Multiplicity Counter (ENMC) were approximated with defined as follows:
It was found that with ~10 the precision on the Triples rate could be reproduced to about 20%, comparable to the quality of the data. Often 2 and 2 may be treated as instrument specific values to be determined experimentally. At the design phase MCNPX may be used to generate 2 values using the FT-8 tally and for perturbing items item specific values can be obtained.
However, MCNPX does not calculate 2 . Therefore the Random Triggered GUF must be estimated by other means. Building on earlier ideas [15, 16] the MCNPX calculated capture time distribution may be fit to an analytical form and the integral expression for 2 evaluated using standard forms. This work is the subject of an article presented elsewhere [17] . The capture time distribution ( ). is the fraction of neutrons after release that are detected in the increment of time about time , from which the Random Triggered GUF is calculated by evaluating the following integral:
If the dieaway profile may be represented by a pure exponential with an effective 1/e dieaway time of τ (which it can for the ENMC) then we have:
and these approximations are usually good enough for making a priori estimates since for practical systems ⁄ ≪ 1 and ⁄~1.2 meaning that 2~0 .6 and 2~0 .4 anyway.
III. JUSTIFICATION
To illustrate how the value of in the expression for may be picked and the utility of the modifier in mapping the Triples precision we describe a short series of measurements performed using the Los Alamos Epithermal Neutron Multiplicity Counter (ENMC) [18, 19] . The ENMC represents the current state of the art in multiplicity counters for bulk material assay for safeguards.
The neutron detection efficiency is exceptionally high at approximately 65% for fission neutrons and the dieaway time is notably short for a 3 He proportional counter based system at approximately 22.5μ which ensures a densely correlated pulse train. The multiplicity deadtime is admirably short at 35ns meaning that for the results presented deadtime losses were not significant in the context of determining counting precision. The counter was operated with a predelay or 1.5μs and a gatewidth of 24μs giving experimental GUFs of 2~0 .621 and 2~0 .404.
The results for seven Pu items are summarized in Table 1 . For each item identifier (ID) is listed a brief description along with the observed S, D and T counting rates. The final entry is the value of needed to make
match the observed uncertainty based on an statistical analysis of the experimental data which was collected as 20 repeat counts each of 30 sec duration. Because the counting periods were quite short (the data was collected for quite another purpose) the uncertainty on the experimental uncertainties was only about 16% 1-σ relative and so quoting to more precision is not appropriate. With a typical value of = 10 we were able to reproduce the experimental scatter to about 20% which is comparable to the statistical quality of the dataset. In is noteworthy that the value of ( ~10) is apparently not dramatically different to the value of 8 that appears in the expression for . This was somewhat unexpected -we guessed a larger value.
We have also generated synthetic data which we shall only outline here pending a fuller description elsewhere. For this purpose we take a prototypical bespoke 3 He proportional counter based neutron detector design simulated in the Monte Carlo N-Particle eXtended code MCNPX™ as the source of our anticipated experimental count rates. The detector was chosen because it is a suitable conceptual candidate as a combined Differential Dieaway Self-Interrogation (DDSI) and Passive Neutron Albedo Reactivity using 3 He proportional counters (PNAR-3 He) instrument for the measurement of spent nuclear fuel assemblies [20] . The details may be found elsewhere [21, 22] and need not concern us here since all we are interested in is creating correlated pulse trains which may be used to test the proposed new predictive algorithm in an entirely different way.
The results of the MCNPX predicted uncertainties on the D and T rates, based on a pulse trains divided into 2500 segments for statistical analysis, are shown in Figure 1 with the results of the algebraic predictions shown for comparison. It may be seen that over the dynamic range plotted for this particular difficult problem the agreement is rather very good. 
IV. OTHER CONSIDERATIONS
For completeness we mention that in addition to counting precision we have two other sources of random uncertainty to consider when making performance estimates.
First, experience tells us that arbitrarily low precisions cannot be achieved owing to non Poisson limitations in the data acquisition system -for instance temperature drifts. To account for this irreducible contribution we introduce the associated relative standard deviation, . If the ideal a priori relative standard deviation estimate on the net counting rate is then our new estimate of the rsd for an actual count is given by:
We see that as approaches zero approaches which in turn means that there is little benefit in reducing much below since the gain is probably not worth the extra investment of experimental counting time. Some of the non-Poisson fluctuations may be thought of as short term efficiency changes and as such will affect S, D and T in the same way that a change in efficiency would. In the conventional multiplicity analysis we often deal with ratios of rates and so the impact will be lessened to some degree by correlations. Other influences will likely affect S, D and T randomly. It is therefore a complicated task to estimate fairly what the effect of non Poisson uncertainty may be given we are speaking also about a hypothetical system yet to be constructed and tested. By way of orientation a nominal allowance for short term fluctuations (on the duration of the assay time) in the S, D and T rates might be of the order of 0.01, 0.02 and 0.03% respectively recognizing that the exact values and impact of correlations is something for which tools have not yet been developed. In the present discussion of multiplicity counting the choice of has almost no impact since the counting precision on the Triple rate usually dominates. A priori performance estimates based on MCNPX simulations are subject to Monte Carlo sampling uncertainties which should be included in our uncertainty propagation because any fluctuations in the simulated rates genuinely perturb the solution (or inversion) of the point model equations. Calling the relative standard deviation, rsd, on the MCNPX predicted rate we have:
The MCNPX stochastic Monte Carlo sampling uncertainty may be estimated in a straightforward fashion by running histories batches and the results are stated as part of the simulation output. The impact of can also be driven down notionally to insignificant levels but is usually only noticeable in the case of Singles counting at high rates where for reasonably long count times would be tiny. In real life other factors such as uncertainties in calibration factors, normalization counts and positioning variance, which we are neglecting for the moment, are likely to have far greater influence however.
V. DISCUSSION
The simulated pulse trains created as part of this work may be subjected to analysis in a similar way to how a list mode data acquisition file from an actual experiment might be analyzed. However, there are a few subtle effects that can lead to small biases. In the present work these effects are minor would not affect the conclusions in any substantive way whether they were present or removed by appropriate algorithm design. But when validating or comparing analysis codes or when the ultimate accuracy is being sought it is necessary to be aware of these aspects since they are relatively easy to overcome.
MCNPX creates a record of neutron detection histories (accessible from the PTRAC file) following a initiating process, for example an (α,n) reaction or a spontaneous fission. For each initiating event one obtains the detection time for each associated neutron from the time of the initiating event. The complete detection pattern for each initiating process is calculated in isolation before another initiating event is launched. It can be appreciated therefore that the MCNPX transport code does NOT create a pulse train directly. Rather this is done as a post processing step. The desired combination of initiating events is sampled at random, since they follow a Poisson interval distribution, to create the desired rate representative of the source term to be simulated. The pulse train for a given problem is constructed by placing each initiating event on a time line and adding a strike pattern of neutron detections drawn from the set of MCNPX histories. In this way (α,n) and SF events get intermingled and their neutron histories, which include the induced fission chains, can overlap in time. The end result is a file of neutron detection times (or times between detections). When analyzing these synthetic pulse trains the following effects should be taken care of:
Assay time: In the evaluation of mean rates one must decide the duration or interval of the assay. In an actual experiment the start and stop of the data acquisition fall at random on the pulse stream and the duration is usually decided at the onset and applied by the data acquisition controller. Depending on how the post analysis code has been written the simulated pulse train may begin and end on detected neutron events. Taking the time interval between events will bias the derived average rates, more so at low rates although if the size of the trains are more or less fixed, due to memory constraints, there will be a degree of compensation between scenarios.
Delayed Neutrons: The default option for MCNPX is to include delayed neutron production following fission. Traditionally delayed neutrons are represented using a small number (3-12) of effective groups with 1/e-decay times of about 0.2 to 90 sec. Since the delayed neutron fraction is so low (~1%), delayed neutrons are emitted singly, and, the delayed neutron emission takes place on a time scale much longer than the action of the shift register it is reasonable to treat delayed neutrons in real life for steady state problems as just another source of time random neutrons, akin to (α,n) processes. However, in simulation space there is a difference because at the start of the simulation the delayed neutron precursor population is zero and it builds up as the simulation progresses. This is unlike reality in which dynamic equilibrium has been established long before the assay was begun. As a consequence the computed count rate is not fixed but changes during the simulation. This leads to a bias in the [(R+A)-A] difference histogram. The way around this is to turn the delayed neutron production off in MCNPX and to treat delayed neutron production explicitly in a separate series of runs to establish relative intensity and associated neutron detection histories.
If there are short lived delayed neutron groups with periods commensurate with the long delay between the (R+A) and A gates then the above argument would need to be readdressed but there is scant evidence for such delayed neutrons in the literature.
End of File I: Conceptually, as the pulse train moves through the shift register logic, every detected neutron opens an (R+A) gate of duration T g after a predelay T p and an A gate also of duration T g after a long delay T L . To allow the action of the multiplicity shift register to complete the last neutron analyzed cannot, therefore, be closer than a period (T L +T g ) from the end of the pulse train. In effect the length of the pulse train is shortened (since not all potential triggers can be included). Given the cost of creating pulse trains and the current limitations of storage this loss of information, especially at high rates, can be an undesirable nuisance.
Beginning of File: In a simulation the first neutrons placed on the pulse train come from the earliest initiating processes considered. The first initiating process defines a time t=0 if you like, which is the time the physical processes were turned on. It is the beginning of the construction. Nothing was happening in the item before that in the artificial construction. In reality, however, the item being measured has long established dynamic equilibrium. Thus, when an actual count is started the item has an established history. The early events recorded are already interleaved with events that originated from initiating processes that took place at earlier times. That is to say an actual measurement samples a segment of quiescent pulse train where as in simulation space the early part of the pulse train created in post process is undergoing a transient on its way to establishing the quiescent steady state condition. To avoid a bias, manifest by low A-counts at early times, the analysis cannot begin from the first pulse on the train but must be delayed by several (e.g. a minimum of five) effective 1/e characteristic periods of the system to allow this transient (which is a pure artifact of the way the pulse train has been built) to pass. The importance of the bias will be higher for high rates and short pulse trains.
End of File II: The last neutrons on the simulated pulse train in all likelihood came from one of the last few histories picked from the MCNPX PTRAC file [23] and placed on the time line. However, between the initiating events close to the end of the sequence included and the detection of the associated neutron other initiating events and detected neutrons could have taken place if the real world. Thus, the end of the pulse train simulated is not representative of the quiescent pulse train and should also be discarded. The beginning of file and end of file II issues may be dealt with at the onset of the analysis by having a rule in the code.
Partitioning: Once a section of quiescent pulse train has been identified it may be partitioned into a series of shorter segments for analysis so that a statistical analysis may be performed on the results to estimate counting precision. One could imagine doing this by time or by number of events. Since the latter is easier to implement let us assume this is the chosen approach. One now has a number n (>=20, say) of shorter pulse trains (or cycles) to analyze. Since each contains the same number of neutrons the variation in singles rate derive will not stem from the variation in the number of detected neutrons (related to the number of random initiating events), as it would in a real experiment, but appear as a consequence that the counting interval (as measured by the time between the first and last trigger events used) will be different. Similarly in the calculation of the Doubles and Triples rates the number of triggers will be fixed for each case but there will be additional scatter (over and above the interval effect which has bearing on the accidental correction, for instance in the case of Triple through the Singles times Doubles product term) due to the fact that the placement of the events will be different along the time line for the different segments.
VI. FUTURE WORK
The new empirical relationship for Triple precision (embodied in the CSH factor, ) warrants further theoretical and experimental study and also comparison with alternative approaches such as the LANL FoM code and detailed simulations. It has the virtue of being far simpler to apply but needs exercising across a wider range of detector types and item characteristics. We would expect deviation at low rates when the Accidentals no longer dominate. We also need to explore very high rate cases more fully.
At the present time there is no analytical means to make a priori estimates of the covariances between the S, D and T rates and which are needed to perform uncertainty propagation into assay values. The assumption is that the rates may be treated as independent of one another. This is clearly not the case since the rates are derived from the same pulse train in reality. Further study into this effect is warranted as an academic exercise. Also pulse train simulations ought to be able to quantify the effect when that capability becomes practical for routine use.
In our estimates of practical precision we assumed the influence of deadtime was negligible by the design of the instrument. Deadtime losses reduce variance but introduce other uncertainty. At high rates prior to deadtime correction the apparent Triples rate may be negative. As future work we can intend to quantitatively assess the precision inclusive of the impact of deadtime more fully both experimentally and using simulation tools we have developed in-house.
Finally, in the present work we considered the classical case of using a matched pair of signal triggered histograms. However the S, D and T rates can be extracted from the (R+A)-histogram alone, the A-histogram alone as well as from the conventional mixed [(R+A)-A] expressions. In addition the A-histogram could be constructed using periodic triggering (for instance according to the so called Fast Accidental Sampling scheme) [24] . The present concept should be formally extended to these variations in analysis methods.
VII. CONCLUSIONS
Neutron multiplicity counting is extensively used for waste and safeguards assay of spontaneously fissile materials and underpins criticality benchmark, safety and security studies. Predicting the counting precision on the Triples rate is a long standing thorny problem because the pulse train is correlated. We have developed a simple approximation which recognizes that when the Accidental coincidences rate is high we can treat the dominant term and include correlations through the use of a non-Poisson scale factor in terms of the Doubles-to-Singles ratio which is a measure of correlation. The proposed algebraic approach is simple to apply and appears to be sufficiently accurate for scoping studies.
Triples uncertainty is often the dominant statistical uncertainty in conventional multiplicity analysis in part because experimentally the fractional uncertainty on the Triples rate is usually far higher than it is for Singles and Doubles but also because of the way it propagates through the inversion process onto item mass. Triples is sensitive to item multiplication and for multiplying items such as spent fuel assemblies the fractional statistical uncertainty on the leakage multiplication is about 1/3 rd that on the Triples rate but the fractional statistical uncertainty on the 244 Cm eff mass present in the assembly is about 1.4 to 3 times that on the Triples rate [25] .
